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1001 Dumbest Things Ever Said
A federal facility north of Melbourne has been confirmed as the proposed site for Victoria’s COVID-19 quarantine facility. The 500-bed facility, which could expand to 3000 beds, would be built next to ...
Mickleham quarantine facility proposal slammed by local as ‘dumbest thing’ he’s ever heard
Corporates across Australia have had to speed-up digital strategies significantly in the past year, according to senior executives at Adobe, Seven Eleven and Telstra.“We are hearing that it has moved ...
‘Ask dumb questions’, says 7-11’s digital lead
An effort to improve traffic flow near the Bath and Rowan County line hasn't gone as planned yet, as a new "mini-roundabout" has some drivers struggling more than they did before. The roundabout was ...
'Dumbest idea ever.' Some Kentucky drivers not fond of new roundabout in Morehead.
"500 dollars? Fully subsidized? With a plan? I said that is the most expensive phone in the world. And it doesn't appeal to business customers because it doesn't have a keyboard. Which makes it ...
The 10 Stupidest Things Ever Said By Tech's Smartest People
Why was reference to al qaeda left out? There are so many things that have happened. The interesting things finally, we knew in hours of all the details when we got bin laden, they making a movie ...
Stupidest Thing McCain Ever Said?
He was in the one of the most influential indie bands ever, but the songwriter prefers life as a visual artist. He talks presidents, parties and photographing his heroes ...
Michael Stipe: ‘The male idea of power is so dumb’
Sharon Stone has called cancel culture “the stupidest thing I have ever seen happen” in a new ... different everything,” she explained. Sharon Stone said she believes others should ...
Sharon Stone says ‘cancel culture’ is “the stupidest thing I’ve ever seen”
In her answer condemning Cancel Culture, Stone said that exploring different opinions is an excellent way for people to learn, grow and develop understanding: "I think cancel culture is the stupidest ...
Actress Sharon Stone: ‘Cancel Culture Is the Stupidest Thing I Have Ever Seen’: ‘People Are Afraid of Sentences’
I can't be sure if it was because I'm a woman or a nurse but it felt like it was probably both. Thankfully, my dentist at the time stood his ground and informed the patient I was a member of the ...
Have you ever felt discriminated against during your career in dentistry?
Johnson also said the “big push to make sure everybody gets the vaccine ... America had its highest death rate ever in its history in 2020, “surpassing the 1918 flu pandemic.” ...
Ron Johnson Spreads the Stupid While Sharing Dangerous Anti-Vaccine Ideas
The former UFC heavyweight and popular podcast host gave his thoughts after Rose Namajunas’ ‘better dead than red’ comments toward Chinese UFC champion Weili Zhang.
‘It’s stupid to put your past family’s history on Weili Zhang’ - Schaub weighs in on Namajunas comments
One of the more glaring moments during yesterday’s signing ceremony for Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis’ steaming turd of an “anti-riot” bill was when Polk ...
Polk County Sheriff tells new Florida residents to avoid voting 'the stupid way you did up north'
Jacksonville men's soccer won its first ASUN championship over Florida Gulf Coast, thanks to a dumb rule that let the Dolphins erase a 2-0 deficit.
Gene Frenette: Dumb NCAA rule allows JU soccer a restart to win ASUN championship over FGCU
“I thought it was the dumbest damn thing I ever heard of,” Bischoff said. “I got a phone call from Jerry Jarrett, basically offered me an opportunity to come on board their new version of ...
Eric Bischoff Calls Initial TNA Idea “The Dumbest Thing I Ever Heard Of”
Suns game back in 2006, producing an all-time classic and offering a glimpse of where the league was headed. "When it’s over you’re thinking, ‘Fuck, that would’ve been a fun one to win,’ because you ...
The Oral History of the Best Game Mike D’Antoni Ever Saw
He said literally there have been people that ... This has to be one of the dumbest all-time things coming out of Washington, D.C. We know the cartels are taking advantage of this kind of chaos ...
Arizona AG: Biden border policy 'one of the dumbest things' to ever come from DC
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If you, like me, are a casual consumer of financial news, many of 2021’s biggest stories have felt dumb, even by our increasingly high standards for things ... The SEC said Hwang and his ...
The Dumbest Financial Story of 2021
“I thought that’s what you said,” she told Pederson, but Sajak jumped in to explain why he didn’t secure the win, despite his nearly identical answer. “David did that thing that’s so ...
‘Wheel of Fortune’ Fans Protest Contestant’s Loss Because of “The Dumbest Rule Ever”
The "Basic Instinct" star, 63, said as much on Thursday when she ... "I think cancel culture is the stupidest thing I have ever seen happen," Stone fumed while discussing her new book, "The ...
Sharon Stone tears into cancel culture: ‘The stupidest thing I have ever seen happen’
Appearing on SiriusXM’s “Just Jenny” program, the 63-year-old “Ratched” star declared, “I think cancel culture is the stupidest thing I have ever seen happen.” “I think when people ...
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